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We present a theoretical study of controlling molecular chirality in chemical reactions by circularly
polarized fields. A theory of absolute asymmetric synthesis is formulated by standard perturbation
theory. An estimation of the chiral polarization of the product is provided. We show that an unstable
chiral configuration can be described as a spin one-half particle. The circularly polarized field with
well adjusted parameters is applied to stabilize chiral molecules~destruction of quantum coherence
in the two-level system!. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!01846-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Hamiltonian of molecules when described with
the framework of quantum electrodynamics is parity inva
ant. However, the existing configuration~state! of some kind
of molecules, so-called chiral molecules does not exhibit p
ity symmetry at all. This symmetry breaking effect and t
closely related biological homochirality have puzzled bio
gists, chemists and physicists for over 150 years.1–3 There
are three fundamental problems: 1! why are the chiral con-
figurations – once prepared – stable for a long time? 2! why
are superpositions of stable chiral states not~yet! observed?2

3! why are (L)-amino-acids and (D)-sugars ubiquitous in
the biochemistry of living organisms?3,4

At the inception of quantum mechanics, Hund propos
a simple theory to explain the stability of chiral molecule5

His idea can be formulated as a problem of quantum tun
ing in a one-dimensional double-well system. The two ch
configurations correspond to the two localized states in
potential wells and the change of configurations correspo
to tunneling from one well to the other. One can show t
the coherent tunneling time has a very wide range, fr
sub-picosecond to the age of the universe, depending on
mass of the particle and the feature of the potential. If
molecule has a heavy effective mass and the potential h
high and wide barrier, then the coherent tunneling time
long andvise versa. In the former case the molecules has tw
stable chiral configurations which are two distinct chemi
identities. In the latter case the molecule, the substituted
monia NHDT say, does not have stable chiral states. In f
it does not possess spatially localized configurations. N
that this kind of instability is essential to realize the ope
tion of an ammonia maser.6 By unstable we mean that th
pair of enantiomers of a chiral molecule interconvert in
each other very quickly via quantum coherence. We sho
point out that the problem of isolating the chiral degree
freedom from the manifold of molecular dynamics is subt
especially for complicated molecules. Further, recogniz
that a chiral molecule must be three-dimensional, we see
information about the molecular structure is incomplete
Hund’s theory.7

The second problem is essentially related to the sor
Schrödinger’s cat.8 Obviously, quantum mechanics does n
provide an answer for the isolated molecular system. M
J. Chem. Phys. 107 (23), 15 December 1997 0021-9606/97/107(23
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efforts have been made to take into account the influenc
an environment.2,9–11Unfortunately, a satisfactory answer
still not available.

The third problem is the so-called puzzle of biologic
homochirality. It is more complicated, and may present a k
to unravel the mystery of the origin of life.12 One interesting
idea concerns the role of weak interactions. Because
weak interaction violates the parity symmetry, it does ma
one of the two configurations of a chiral molecule mo
stable. In fact, theoretical calculations show th
(L)-amino-acids and (D)-sugars which are predominant i
the biological world do have smaller energies than their c
responding enantiomers.13 However, the energy difference i
so small that thus far it could not be detected experimenta

In this paper we focus on the practical aspect of mole
lar chirality. That is, we intend to control molecular chirali
by external fields. In particular, we shall explain how
make a chemical reaction chiral-selective by employingcir-
cularly polarized fields~CPF!. Two kinds of chemical reac-
tions are related to the controlling scheme.14 One is the
prochiral reaction in which the chiral configurations a
stable. A simple reaction mechanism is that the achiral s
strates S1 and S2 change into the chiral product P through th
chiral activated complexA, namely

S11S2→~L !2A1~R!2A→~L !2P1~R!2P. ~1!

Here, in order to be consistent with the former theoreti
investigations of control of tunneling15–20 we use the physi-
cist’s notations (L) and (R) to represent the chemist’s tw
chiral configurations.21 Note that the~thermodynamic! inter-
conversion process between (L)2P and (R)2P is not ex-
plicitly presented in the mechanism. Obviously, in the a
sence of any external chiral physical influence one g
racemic products. To have a chiral-selective reaction
must resolve or stabilizeone enantiomer of the activated
complex or the product by using some sort of chiral fields22

This is termedabsolute asymmetric synthesis~AAS!.
Up to present days, asymmetric synthesis throu

chemical reactions is still a fine art and very expensive
successful AAS is undoubtedly one of the most ambitio
objectives for chemistry. AAS is not only invaluable i
chemistry and chemical industry, but also helpful to und
standing the origin of life. Chemists have repeatedly verifi
AAS with testable positive results.1,3 The external physica
9935)/9935/7/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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9936 J. Shao and P. Hänggi: Control of molecular chirality
fields they used are diversified: From circularly polariz
radiations to spinning vessels and gravity. We should po
out that the concept of AAS stems from physical intuitio
namely a chiral field interacts differently with the two ena
tiomers of a chiral molecule. The underlying chemical co
cept is the diastereomeric relationship. To design AAS o
should address two questions: which fields are chiral
how do they affect the chiral polarization of the product?
elegant answer to the first question has been provided
Barron.1,23 From the consideration of symmetry he was a
to delineatetrue or time reversal (T-invariant! chirality from
falseor T-noninvariant chirality and concluded that only u
der a truly chiral influence will the energy of a chiral mo
ecule be different from that of its mirror image.1,23 Although
we can not give a general answer to the second question
will present a first quantitative treatment for AAS in the i
fluence of the circularly polarized light.

The other chemical reactions we are interested in
those that have no enantioselectivity under ordinary lab c
ditions. We suppose that one of the substrate is a pure e
tiomer and that the reaction evolves through anunstablechi-
ral intermediate. The reaction mechanism may simply
written as

~L !2S11S2→~L !2I→~L !2I1~R!2I

→~L !2P1~R!2P, ~2!

where the second step is a very fast racemization proces
quantum coherence. The chiral polarizationC of the product
may approximately estimated as

C[
@~L ! 2P#2@~R! 2P#

@~L ! 2P#1@~R! 2P#
'

@~L ! 2I#2@~R! 2I#

@~L ! 2I#1@~R! 2I#
, ~3!

where@X# denotes the concentration of X and@X# the time-
averaged value of@X#. Without suitable driving fields the
chiral polarizationC is vanishingly small. Our aim with this
work is to stabilize the intermediate (L)2I by employing
appropriate fields in order to obtain a product with a fin
chiral polarization.

Section II gives an elementary description of AAS
CPF control. A rough estimation rules out the possibility
AAS by CPF resulting from natural sources. In Sec. III,
two-state theory of the unstable chiral molecule is put f
ward. It is shown that the two chiral configurations with
electric transition dipole moment are mathematically equi
lent to a spin-1/2 system. Suppression of quantum cohere
of two-level systems by the CPF control is discussed in S
IV. A summary and conclusions are presented in Sec. V

II. ABSOLUTE ASYMMETRIC SYNTHESIS BY
CIRCULARLY POLARIZED LIGHT

We consider the prochiral reaction described above
Eq. ~1!. The chiral polarizabilityC is a characteristic quan
tity which describes the product composition. It depends
the relative reaction rate and the~thermodynamic! intercon-
version rate between the two enantiomers of the prod
According to the general theory, ifC is predominantly de-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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termined by the relative reaction rate, then the reaction
said to be controlled by kinetics. Otherwise, ifC is predomi-
nantly hinged on the interconversion rate, then we hav
thermodynamicly controlled reaction.14 In the former case
the chiral polarizationC is dependent on the relative stabilit
of (L)2A and (R)2A; likewise, in the latter caseC is de-
pendent on the relative stability of (L)2P and (R)2P. In
both cases it is necessary to calculate the interaction en
between the chiral configuration and the optical field in ord
to evaluate the chiral polarizabilityC.

We treat the molecule plus the CPF by the semiclass
method. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation is adopte
define themolecular structure.24 Therefore, the whole Hil-
bert space in the quantum treatment is separated into
subspaces, one is the electronic and the other is the nuc
For a chiral state, being associated with a stable nuclear
figuration, only the dynamics of the electrons is releva
Concerning the interaction between the molecule and
field, the electric dipole and magnetic dipole field intera
tions are sufficient for our purposes. The Hamiltonian of t
system thus reads

H~ t !5H02m–E6~ t !2m–B6~ t !, ~4!

whereH0 is the Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian of the ch
ral state,m andm are the electric and magnetic dipole m
ment operators andE6(t) and B6(t) are the circularly po-
larized electric and magnetic fields, namely

E6~ t !52E~ i cosvt6 j sinvt !;

B6~ t !52B~6 i sinvt2 j cosvt !,

with i and j being the unit vectors in thex-axis andy-axis.
SuperscriptsL and R will be tagged inH0 for the corre-
sponding enantiomers later.

Suppose that the wave functions ofH0 are known:
H0ucn&5enucn&. Let the system start from one enantiom
that is the electronic ground state ofH0. Because the avail-
able macroscopic electromagnetic field is much weaker
compared to the microscopic counterpart, the interact
termH6(t)[2m•E6(t)2m•B6(t) presents a small pertur
bation toH0. Therefore, standard perturbation theory can
invoked for the calculation of the interaction energy.25,26Set-
ting \51 in the following, the wave function can be writte
as

uC~ t !&5(
n

an~ t !exp~2 iEnt !ucn&.

Inserting uC(t)& into the Schro¨dinger equation,
i ]uC(t)&/]t5H(t)uC(t)&, one obtains

ak~ t !5ak~0!2 i(
n
E

0

t

an~ t !Hkn
6 ~ t !exp~ ivknt !dt,

where vkn5Ek2En are the Bohr frequencies, andHkn
6 (t)

5^ckuH6(t)ucn&. Switching on the field adiabatically an
employing the first-order time-dependent perturbat
theory, we obtain25
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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9937J. Shao and P. Hänggi: Control of molecular chirality
ak~ t !52 i lim
h→01

E
2`

t

Hk0
6 ~ t !exp@~ ivk01h!t#

5~Emx,k02Bmy,k0!Fei ~v1vn0!t

v1vn0
2

e2 i ~v2vn0!t

v2vn0
G

7 i ~Emy,k01Bmx,k0!Fei ~v1vn0!t

v1vn0
1

e2 i ~v2vn0!t

v2vn0
G

for kÞ0. Because all the unperturbed wave functions may
taken to be real, the matrix elements of the electric transi
dipole moment̂ c l umucn&5^c l ue( j r j ucn& are real and tha
of the magnetic transition dipole moment̂c l umucn&
5^c l u2 i ( j r j3¹ j ucn& are imaginary.26 The expectation
value of the energy reads

E~ t !5^C~ t !uH~ t !uC~ t !&

5E02m00•E6~ t !

22 ReH (
nÞ0

vn0

vn0
2 2v2

mn0•E6~ t !m0n•E6~ t !J
12 ImH (

nÞ0

1

vn0
2 2v2

mn0•Ḃ6~ t !m0n•E6~ t !J ,

~5!

whereḂ6(t)5]B6(t)/]t.
Because the pair of enantiomers of a chiral molecule

mirror images of each other, their HamiltoniansH0
L andH0

R

are interchangeable by applying a parity transformation,
H0

L5P H0
R

P 21 whereP is the parity operator.H0
L and H0

R

have the same eigenenergies and their eigenfunctions ar
lated by ucn

L&5P ucn
R&. Moreover, we havemln

L 5mln
R and

mln
L 52mln

R . Using Eq.~5!, we readily evaluate the energ
difference between the two enantiomers, i.e.

D~ t ![EL~ t !2ER~ t !

54 ImH (
nÞ0

F 1

vn0
2 2v2

m0n•E6~ t !mn0•Ḃ6~ t !G J
568EBv ImH (

nÞ0

1

vn0
2 2v2

@2mx,0nmx,n0cos2vt

12my,0nmy,n0sin2vt6~mx,0nmy,n0

1my,0nmx,n0!sin~2vt !#J . ~6!

Note that molecules under study are freely rotating. T
rotational averages of the productsmx,0nmy,n0 andmy,0nmx,n0

are the same, yieldingRn0/3, whereRn05Im(m0nmn0) is the
rotational strength.26,27Taking this into account, we arrive a
the key result,

D~ t !568EBv ImH (
nÞ0

1

vn0
2 2v2F2

3
Rn06~mx,0nmy,n0
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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Some conclusions can be drawn directly from this e
pression: 1! D(t) is a periodic function of time; 2! D(t)50 if
the external field is static (v50), which is a dynamic proof
of the de Gennes theorem stating the impossibility of AAS
a static electric and/or a magnetic field;28 3! D(t) vanishes at
very high frequency.

Suppose that the driving period is much shorter than
time duration of the physical processes we are interested
The time-dependent energy differenceD(t) may then be re-
placed by its time-averaged value, i.e.

D̄[
v

pE0

p/v

D~ t !dt56
16

3
EBv (

nÞ0

Rn0

vn0
2 2v2

. ~8!

This formula will be used for the evaluation of the chir
polarization in the following. Note that it needs some mo
fications at resonance, which is not the subject of pres
paper.

We are now ready to evaluate the chiral polarizationC
from first principles. Under thermodynamic control,C is de-
termined by the relative concentration of the two enan
omers of the product in equilibrium. Thus using the Bolt
mann statistics, we find

C5
@~L ! 2P#/@~R! 2P#21

@~L ! 2P#/@~R! 2P#11

'
exp~2bD̄P!21

exp~2bD̄P!11

5tanhS 2
1

2
bD̄PD , ~9!

whereb51/kBT with kB being Boltzmann’s constant andT
temperature.D̄P5E P

L (t)2E P
R(t) is the time-averaged energ

difference between the pair of enantiomers of the produ
(L)2P and (R)2P. It is calculated according to Eq.~8!.

Let us next consider kinetic control: The general kine
equations of the reaction read

d@~L,R! 2P~ t !#

dt
5kL,R@ S1~ t !#n1@ S2~ t !#n2

and

d@ S1~ t !#

dt
5

d@ S2~ t !#

dt
52~kL1kR!@ S1~ t !#n1@ S2~ t !#n2,

wheren11n2 is the order of the rate law andkL,R are the
rate constants. To deriveC we only need the first equation. A
simple integration yields

@~L,R! 2P~ t !#5kL,RE
0

t

dt@ S1~ t !#n1@ S2~ t !#n2.

Therefore, we obtain for the chiral polarization

C5
kL /kR21

kL /kR11
. ~10!

Although the concentrations of both enantiomers increas
time goes on, their ratio does not change with respec
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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9938 J. Shao and P. Hänggi: Control of molecular chirality
time. So, the chiral polarizationC is time independent. The
absolute of the RHS, i.e.uCu is called the advantage factor i
Ref. 3.

From classical transition state theory we know29,30

kL,R5k
kBT

2p
e2bDGL,R,

wherek is the transmission coefficient andDG the differ-
ence in the Gibbs free energy between the activated com
A and the substrate molecules. Thus we have

kL

kR
5exp~2bD̄A!. ~11!

Inserting Eq.~11! into Eq. ~10!, we obtain

C5tanhS 2
1

2
bD̄AD , ~12!

being similar to the result of thermodynamic control given
Eq. ~9!. We see that the chiral polarizationC depends on two
factors, namely temperatureT and the chiral feature of the
activated complex which is characterized byD̄A . At low
temperatures and with a largeuD̄Au, a product with a large
chiral polarization will be achieved andvise versa. Although
the activated complex A is assumed to be chiral, it m
happen that A possesses a configuration deviating not m
from that of the achiral reactants. In this case,D̄A and con-
sequentlyC are expected to be small. It seems that Eq.~9!
yields an upper limit for the chiral polarization.

Let us put forward an estimation forC. The incident
frequencyv is assumed to be close to one transition f
quency of the moleculevn0, which gives the major contri-
bution to D̄. Hence Eq.~8! becomes

D̄56
16

3
EBv

Rn0

vn0
2 2v2

. ~13!

The electric dipole moment is approximated byea0, where
a0 is the Bohr radius of a ground state hydrogen atom. Si
larly, the magnetic dipole moment is represented by the B
magneton e/2mc.31 We then obtain Rn057.5
310219 C m T21 s21. From the quantum theory of optica
activity, we observe thatv2(vn0

2 2v2)21 has the magnitude
of unity.26,27This yieldsD̄5616EBRn0/3v. If the CPF con-
trol is performed with a red light (v'3.1431015 s21) at
field strengthsE'200 V m21 and B56.531027 T ~the
electromagnetic field from strong solar radiation!, we obtain
D̄561.7310237 J. This is too small to result in a nonvan
ishing C at finite temperatures. Thus, our observation
cludes the possibility of AAS under natural conditions. F
strong CPF control, i.e.E52.03107 V m21 and B52 T,
we obtain D̄565.1310226 J. At room temperatureT
5300, one thus findsuC̄u51.331026, which is still far too
small from a practical point of view.

A better estimation is based on the rotation angleu,
which is the angle the plane of polarization rotates whe
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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linearly polarized light passes through the chir
medium.26,27 u can be evaluated according to the Rosenf
formula,26,27 i.e.

u5N l
2

3
m0(

nÞ0

v2Rn0

vn0
2 2v2

, ~14!

where N is the number density of the molecule,l is the
sample length that the light passes through andm0 is the
vacuum permeability. Comparing to Eq.~8!, we find

D̄56
8EBu

N lm0v
. ~15!

In a typical experimental setup one hasl 50.1 m, N 56.0
31026 m23. Let us assume a large angle of rotationu54p.
One can show that using the same electromagnetic fi
strengths as above, similar results forC emerge.

In conclusion, we have been able to evaluate the ch
polarization of the product in AAS driven by the circular
polarized light. It is shown that AAS produces a negligib
chiral polarization even if the light is very strong.32

Let us consider the other kind of reactions~cf. Eq. ~2!!.
As we stressed above, the chiral state of the intermedia
unstable, i.e. the enantiomers interconvert coherently. T
the aforegoing discussions based on the Born-Oppenhe
approximation are no longer valid. It would be extreme
difficult to develop a full quantum theory treating the motio
of electrons and the motion of nuclei in a molecule on t
same footing.33 Fortunately, we shall focus on the simp
case where the essential physics is the interconversion
namics of the two ‘‘chiral’’ states. As a consequence, t
unstable chiral molecule may be described as a two-s
system. This idea will be further explored in the next secti

III. TWO-STATE MODEL OF „UNSTABLE … CHIRAL
MOLECULES

Although the magnetic interaction is essential in discu
ing ~stable! molecular chirality, it is very weak compared t
electric interaction, it thus can be neglected for achiral
unstable chiral molecules. Our model for the two chiral co
figurations will be based on a two-level system~TLS! with
an electric transition dipole momentm. We shall establish
the Hamiltonian for such a model subject to a general e
tric field E.

Suppose the energy difference between the eigens
of the TLS isD0. In the absence of external fields, the syste
can – equivalently – be regarded as a spin-1/2 particle~with
a gyromagnetic factorg52) in a magnetic field along the
z-direction. Applying a static electric fieldE to the system is
then formally equivalent to switching on a magnetic field
the x-direction for the spin. Takingm for the magnetic tran-
sition dipole moment of the spin, we find the effective ma
netic field: Bx5E and Bz5D0/2m. The effective Hamil-
tonian reads therefore

H52
1

2
D0sz2mEsx, ~16!
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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9939J. Shao and P. Hänggi: Control of molecular chirality
where s are the Pauli matrices. The Hamiltonian has tw
energy eigenvalues:7AD0

21m2E2. The two ‘‘chiral’’ states
representing the pair of enantiomers are

uL&5
1

A2
~ u1&1u2&)

and

uR&5
1

A2
~ u1&2u2&),

where u1& and u2& represents the ground and the excit
states of the corresponding TLS. Note that thez-axis has an
unspecified direction in the system. One can choose an a
trary direction in the plane formed by the other two axes
E, which does not change the physics. Therefore,
eigenenergies are in general expected to
7AD0

21m2(Ex
21Ey

2). Because the eigenvalues for a gene
232 Hermitian Hamiltonian (Hi j ) are

H111H22

2
7AS H112H22

2 D 2

1uH12u2,

we obtain H1152D0/2, H225D0/2, and uH12u25m2(Ex
2

1Ey
2). Supposing the interaction term is linear inEx andEy

as it is in Eq.~16!, we find the complex-valued interactio
matrix elements,H1252m(Ex2 iEy) and H2152m(Ex

1 iEy), up to an arbitrary phase. Therefore, the Hamilton
of the two-level system in a general static electric fieldE
reads

H52
1

2
D0sz2mExs

x2mEys
y. ~17!

Therefore, the interconversion dynamics of the two ‘‘chira
configurations is nicely described by quantum coherence
an equivalent spin 1/2 system. One can show that the Ha
tonian keeps the same form even if the electric field is ti
dependent.

IV. LOCALIZATION BY CIRCULARLY POLARIZED
FIELD CONTROL

Return to the problem of enantioselective control~refer
to Eq. ~2!!. According to Sec. III the chiral intermediate~I!
may be described as a two-state electric dipole moment.
task is to block quantum coherence between the chiral st
by monochromatic electric fields. Viewed in terms of Hund
theory~not exact, but physically illustrative!, controlling mo-
lecular chirality then amounts to realizing localization. F
the linearly polarized driving field with well adjusted fre
quency and strength, the coherent destruction of tunne
~localization! has been discovered by Ha¨nggi and
co-workers.15 Their results may be applied directly to ou
context. However, in order to gain more physical insights
will employ CPF control, which allows us to work out an
lytical results. It turns out that good localization can also
achieved if the applied circularly polarized field satisfies c
tain conditions, as described below.

The Hamiltonian is
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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H~ t !52 1
2 D0sz1 1

2V0~s1eivt1s2e2 ivt!, ~18!

whereV052mE ~see Eq.~4! with E2 being applied! and
s65sx6 isy. This model is exactly solvable, a known fa
since the pioneering work by Rabi and Schwinger.35 It
should be stressed that the problem we are addressing
quantum coherence while former studies focused on the t
sition between the eigenstates. The quantity of interes
PL(t), the probability of the system to be found in the le
state (L). Given PL(t), the chiral polarization is obtained
throughC(t)52PL(t)21.

In the following we consider for control solely driving
fields with zero average bias, i.e. withvÞ0. Put differently,
we do not consider the limit of static fields,v50. The latter
situation describes a biased two-level system for which
localized state has less energy than the other and it is n
rally favored. Moreover, strong static fields are difficult
realize in practice.

Consider again the Schro¨dinger equationi ]uc(t)&/]t
5H(t)uc(t)&. Using a gauge transformationuc8(t)&
5Uuc(t)&, whereU5exp(2ivtsz/2), we find34

i
]uc8~ t !&

]t
5 i

]U

]t
uc~ t !&1 i U

]uc~ t !&
]t

5H̃uc8~ t !&, ~19!

where

H̃5UHU†1 i
]U

]t
U†52S D0

2
2

v

2 Dsz1V0sx

is now time independent. The eigenenergies ofH̃ are ẽ 6

56 ẽ , where ẽ 5A(D02v)2/41V0
2. The corresponding

eigenfunctions read

u1&5c1uL&1c2uR&

and

u2&5c2uL&2c1uR&,

where

c15
1

A2

V01~D02v!/21 ẽ

A@~D02v!/21 ẽ #21V0
2

and

c25
1

A2

V02~D02v!/22 ẽ

A@~D02v!/21 ẽ #21V0
2

.

Note that uc8(t)&5exp(2i ẽ t)^1uc(0)&u1&1exp(i ẽ t)
^2uc(0)&u2& and uc(t)&5U†uc8(t)&. The wave function
uc(t)&5cL(t)uL&1cR(t)uR& can explicitly be derived. In the
basis of localized statesuL& and uR& we can write

S cL~ t !

cR~ t !
D 5A~ t !S cL~0!

cR~0!
D ,

whereA(t) acts as the propagator. After some algebra,
obtain

A~ t !5S a~ t !2 ib~ t ! 2c~ t !1 id~ t !

c~ t !1 id~ t ! a~ t !1 ib~ t !
D , ~20!
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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where

a~ t !5cos~Vt/2!cos~vt/2!1cosu sin~Vt/2!sin~vt/2!,

b~ t !5sinu sin~Vt/2!cos~vt/2!,

c~ t !5sinu sin~Vt/2!sin~vt/2!,

d~ t !5cos~Vt/2!sin~vt/2!2cosu sin~Vt/2!cos~vt/2!,

with V5A(D02v)214V0
2 being the Rabi frequency, an

tanu52V0 /(D02v). The lifetime of the system is assume
to be much longer than the coherent tunneling period 2p/D0.

Next we study the time evolution of the driving dynam
ics for a given initial preparation in the left state, i.e.cL(0)
51, yielding PL(0)5ucL(0)u251. A necessary condition
for complete localization is localization at multiples of th
driving period t5n2p/v ~stroboscopic localization!. For
this to occur the propagatorA has to satisfy the following
condition: It must have the same period as that of the ex
nal field.15,18 This requirements leads to the condition ofV
5nv (n positive integers! with v5D0 excluded~resonance
condition!. One can check that no stroboscopic localizat
shows up at resonancev5D0. In the case of strong off-
resonancevÞD0, v@D0, the time-average ofPL(t)
5ucL(t)u2 is

P̄L5
v

2pE0

2p/v

dt@a2~ t !1b2~ t !#,

which for V5nv reduces to

P̄L5
1

2
1

sin~2np!

4p~n221!
~n cos2 u1cosu!. ~21!

One immediate result is thatP̄L51/2 for all n.1. That
is, the system is always delocalized if the Rabi frequen
equals a higher multiplenv,n52,3, . . . , of thedriving fre-
quency. Forn51 we find a relationship between the perio
and the amplitude of the acting field. This off-resonance c
dition reads

v5
D0

214V0
2

2D0
.0, ~22!

which must be satisfied to reach localization. Imposing t
condition on the applied field, we find for optimal localiz
tion (n51)

P̄L5
11x212x4

2~11x2!2
, ~23!

wherex52V0 /D0. The resulting chiral polarization is

C5
x42x2

~11x2!2
. ~24!

Very large chiral polarization~near unity! can be obtained
through largex, which amounts to a strong field with a co
responding high frequency, cf. Eq.~22!. From the expression
in Eq. ~24! we see thatC easily attains the saturation value
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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Thus, even a moderate strong field can lead to a large ch
polarization C. For instance, settingV052D0 and v
517D0/2, we obtainC.0.83.

It is interesting to note thatC becomesnegativeif 0
,x,1. In this case, the (R)-enantiomer slightly dominate
in the product although the reactant is in the (L)-form! The
minimum of C is

Cmin52
1

8
,

which corresponds to

vmin5
2

3
D0 , V0

min5
1

2A3
D0 .

The Floquet theory may help us have a better und
standing of localization.15,34 In our model the quasienergie
are well known.34 They are evaluated to be

e6,n5 ẽ 61S 1

2
1nDv,n50,61,62, . . . .

Recognizing thatẽ 656V/2, we find that the localization
condition V5v is equivalent to e1,0[(V1v)/25e2,1

[(2V13v)/2. The latter is nothing but level-crossing b
tween the corresponding dressed states.

Three further remarks are in order. First, localization d
pends on the helicity of the driving field, i.e. the sign
frequencyv is strictly positive, cf. Eq.~22!. In our case only
the clockwisecircularly polarized electric field~i.e. E2(t))
may be applied to stabilize the chiral state. Second, all
cussions are also valid for the system evolving from the ri
state. Therefore,one cannot get a finite chiral polarization
from an eigenstate. Third, we must prepare an initial cond
tion corresponding to a pure chiral state. If the reaction
attempt to control produces such~unstable! intermediates
that keep their chiral configurations for sufficient long tim
the initial condition used in this work can, in principle, b
realized at the early stage of the reaction, see Eq.~2!. Oth-
erwise, to resolve a pure chiral state from a racemic mixt
one may invoke a ‘‘chiral mirror’’ scheme of the type pre
sented in Ref. 32. The underlying idea is that two chi
configurations experience different forces in a circularly p
larized field~cf. the discussion in Sec. II and Ref. 32!.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown how to use circularly p
larized fields to control molecular chirality in chemical rea
tions. Resorting to standard first-order perturbation theo
we have been able to calculate the interaction energy
tween molecules and electromagnetic fields. With these
sults we have derived a formula by which one can evalu
the chiral polarization in absolute asymmetric synthe
driven by a circularly polarized light. A relationship betwee
the chiral polarization and the rotation angle is establish
Rough estimations show that absolute asymmetric synth
is rarely possible in nature.
o. 23, 15 December 1997
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Similar to Feynman’s explanation of the physics of
ammonia maser, we have suggested a two-state mod
unstable chiral molecules. Unlike Hund’s theory of one
dimensional quantum tunneling, the spatial information
the molecule is considered in this model. It is demonstra
that an unstable chiral molecule in presence of an elec
transition dipole moment can equivalently be treated a
spin-1/2 particle. Destruction of quantum coherence~local-
ization! by the circularly polarized electric field control i
discovered within this approach. Hence, enantioselective
action may be achieved by applying the proposed field c
trol. Because the aim of this work has been to convey
concept of controlling molecular chirality by external tim
dependent fields, simple reaction mechanisms are assu
moreover, we neglected environmental dissipation effe
which in the gas phase are weak.
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